Abstract-Previous work has provided methods for decomposing unitary matrices to series of quantum multiplexers, but the multiplexers created in this way are highly non-minimal. This paper presents a new approach for optimizing quantum multiplexers with arbitrary single-qubit quantum target functions. For quantum multiplexers, we define standard forms and two types of new forms: fixed polarity quantum forms (FPQF) and Kronecker quantum forms (KQF), which are analogous to Minterm Sum of Products forms, Fixed Polarity Reed-Muller (FPRM) forms, and Kronecker Reed-Muller (KRM) forms, respectively, for classical logic functions. Drawing inspiration from the usage of butterfly diagrams for FPRM and KRM forms, we devise a method to exhaustively construct all FPQF and KQF forms. Thus, the new forms can be used to optimize quantum circuits with arbitrary target unitary matrices, rather than only multi-controlled NOT gates such as CNOT, CCNOT, and their extensions. Experimental results on FPQF and KQF forms, as well as FPRM and KRM classical forms, applied to various target gates such as NOT, V, V+, Hadamard, and Pauli rotations, demonstrate that FPQF and KQF forms greatly reduce the gate cost of quantum multiplexers in both randomly generated data and FPRM benchmarks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Previous works in the field of quantum compilation, such as [1] , have generated methods for decomposition of arbitrary unitary matrices into a series of quantum multiplexers, but the multiplexers created by these methods are highly non-minimal. Also, some authors create parts of their oracles as logic functions represented in the EXOR of ANDs form, such as ESOPs, which are not necessarily minimal. Furthermore, descriptions of sequences of multi-controlled arbitrary unitary gates appear in several quantum algorithms, which may be non-optimal. Vartiainen et. al. [2] and other authors present methods that can generate arbitrary n-qubit gates, but the resultant circuits are very expensive. We discuss a special case of the method in [2] , where the gates are controlled by many inputs, but target only one qubit. Our method is not as general as previous methods as it generates only standard n-qubit multiplexers, but for this special case, our results are less expensive, or even exactly minimal. This paper is intended to help improve previous work by providing more efficient methods of building multiplexers, enabling the previously developed multiplexer decomposition methods to become more practical.
II. BACKGROUND
We first discuss Fixed Polarity Reed-Muller (FPRM) forms and Kronecker Reed-Muller (KRM) forms, their corresponding butterfly diagrams, and rudimentary cost calculations for Boolean functions in FPRM form realized through quantum circuits. By understanding FPRM and KRM butterflies, the butterfly diagrams that we create here for optimization of binary quantum multiplexers will become clear.
The concept of a quantum multiplexer was first introduced by Shende et. al. in [3] , where they propose the quantum multiplexer circuit block for usage in recursive decompositions. Other work by Shende et. al. in [4] focused on optimization of two-qubit unitary operators, but not on optimization of larger circuits such as quantum multiplexers. In [2] , Vartiainen et. al. demonstrate a method for optimization of arbitrary multi-qubit gates, but do not provide a method specifically for optimization of the less general multi-qubit multiplexers. Tucci developed the Qubiter program in [1] to decompose arbitrary unitary matrices to series of quantum multiplexers, but a later work by Hutsell [9] has shown that the output from Qubiter is highly non-minimal, leaving plenty of space for optimization.
A. FPRM and Davio expansions, and KRM and Shannon
expansions FPRM forms are a canonical form of a Boolean function where all variables appear in at most one polarity (that is, their polarities are "fixed"). FPRM forms, as well as some other expressions, use the concept of polarity of variables. As an example, for some arbitrary three-variable binary Boolean function, let us choose the polarity 101; this represents the polarity of a function on variables
, and where appears uncomplemented, appears complemented, and appears uncomplemented. The FPRM for this polarity would have the form , where are the spectral coefficients (which are either 0 or 1), and the functions , etc. are called the base functions.
The FPRM form is closely related to the positive and negative Davio expansions (see [5] and [6] ) of functions on single variables. To better understand Davio expansions, it is helpful to first introduce Shannon expansions. The Shannon expansion of a Boolean expression splits the expression into two disjoint parts (called cofactors), where each cofactor results from substituting either 0 or 1 for a particular variable in the original function. For example, for the expression , a Shannon expansion on variable would result in the general form , where is the negative cofactor, which results from evaluating for (in this case,
). Likewise, is the positive cofactor, which results from evaluating for (in this case, ). By substituting these cofactors back into the Shannon expansion, we can verify that it is the same as the original function. As will be seen in the next section, it is more convenient to use the vector representation of the spectral coefficients when dealing with transformation matrices. Additionally, a more indepth overview of Reed-Muller families can be found in [10] .
B. Use of Kronecker product to generate transformation matrices
For Boolean functions, minterms are product terms that use all literals of the function; for example, if a binary function uses variables , and , valid minterms include product terms such as , , etc. Any function can be fully defined by the minterms that it covers; for example, the function can be fully defined as an OR of the three minterms it covers:
. Such a representation of a function is known as a (canonical) Minterm Sum of Products form. Because the paper will use the concept of the Kronecker product, Figure 1 illustrates this concept. The Kronecker product can be applied to any two matrices, each of arbitrary dimension. Using the Kronecker product repeatedly, a transformation matrix is created that generates the spectral coefficients of an FPRM or KRM form. When given the minterms of the function as a vector, one can select the transformation matrix of the desired polarity and calculate the vector of spectral coefficient by multiplying the vector of minterms by the matrix. can be considered to be arranged in an ordered matrix, where each coefficient has an index based on its position in the vector (the indices are 0-based). For example, for the first spectral coefficient (whose index has a binary representation of 00), we compare 00 to 10. Only the second bit matches, so the corresponding base function is . For the second spectral coefficient (whose index has a binary representation of 01), we compare 01 to 10. None of the bits match, so the corresponding base function is . The next spectral coefficient has an index with a binary representation of 10; when compared to 10, both of the bits match, so the corresponding base function is . Finally, the last spectral coefficient, with an index of 11, has the base function . Ultimately, we find that the FPRM form is , which can be rearranged to . Our method is generalized to both FPRM and KRM forms below:
Method:
1. State the polarity of the Reed Muller form. 
D. FPRM and KRM Butterfly Diagrams and their relation to transformation matrices
The polarity transformations from the previous section can also be represented with butterfly diagrams. Butterfly diagrams are evaluated from left to right; an EXOR is performed wherever two lines meet, and the value is propagated to the right otherwise. Positive polarity, negative polarity, and mixed polarity butterfly kernels are shown in Figure 2 ; there are multiple kernels in a butterfly diagram, organized into multiple columns.
A set, or column, of butterfly kernels is required for each variable. If positive Davio is performed on a variable, a set of positive butterfly kernels is used; if negative Davio is performed on a variable, a set of negative kernels is used; if Shannon is performed on a variable, a set of mixed kernels is used. For each column, its kernels are stretched by a power of two such that the kernels of each column are stretched by half the stretch of the previous column. For example, for the threevariable example butterfly with polarity 100 shown in Figure 3 , the first column of butterflies for variable would contain 4 positive kernels, each stretched by 4 units; the next column for variable would contain 4 negative kernels, each stretched by 2 units; the final column for variable would contain another 4 negative kernels, each stretched by 1 unit (or, equivalently, "unstretched"). In this notation, butterflies are a representation of the polarity transformations previously discussed. Thus, each column of butterflies represents a transformation matrix, and the stretching of each set represents the Kronecker product. We use butterfly diagrams for two reasons: firstly, when implemented as part of an algorithm, their efficiency is much greater when compared to their corresponding matrix transformations; secondly, their graphical nature makes them more useful for visualizing FPRM/KRM transformations than their equivalent transformation matrices.
The classical FPRM minimization problem is to find the polarity (and the corresponding circuit) with minimum cost for a given Boolean function. We now provide an example of the generation of all FPRM polarities of a Boolean expression to demonstrate how FPRM aids in the optimization of Boolean expressions when they are realized as quantum circuits. Let us be given the expression , which has a minterm vector and Karnaugh map as shown in Figure 4 . The original expression requires an OR gate, which is much more expensive than the EXOR gate when implemented in quantum. This is because the quantum implementation of the OR gate requires an Ancilla bit. In general, repeated usage of Ancilla bits is very expensive in quantum circuits. Thus, we seek to reduce the cost of the circuit by transforming the expression to an FPRM form, which does not require any OR gates.
As shown in Figure 5 , we create all eight of the possible polarities of FPRM butterflies in order to generate all possible FPRM forms: 
. Minterm vector and Karnaugh map for the function
We continue to discuss the example as introduced in Figure  5 . It can be determined which polarity is most optimized by calculating the cost of each polarity. The total cost can be determined by assigning costs to each component of a quantum circuit such that assigned costs are proportional to the real-life physical costs of building each component. For simplicity of the example, let us define the cost of a literal to be one; the cost of negation is considered negligible. We now provide an example of calculating total literal cost of an expression: for FPRM polarity 000, there are 5 literals -, (2 literals), and (2 literals). Therefore, the cost of the FPRM with polarity 000 would be 5. We then calculate the costs of all FPRM forms, which are summarized in Table 1 . Polarities 001 and 010 are the cheapest, costing 4. We could choose any FPRM polarity and still have a less expensive implementation, but choosing polarities 001 or 010 would allow for the greatest reductions in cost.
A similar idea is applicable to KRM forms. The cost KRM of polarities can be calculated in exactly the same way. Figure  6 shows the KRM polarity 021 of the same expression : counting literals, the cost of this polarity would be 10. This example has demonstrated that FPRM and KRM polarities can be more optimized than the original function, and some polarities are further optimized than other polarities. We will now discuss quantum multiplexers before discussing how a similar application of butterfly diagrams can be used to optimize them.
F. Quantum Multiplexers and Controlled Gates
Let us first define the quantum multiplexer. A quantum multiplexer is a block of gates that will, based on a set of control variables (qubits), use a Boolean product of the control literals to select an arbitrary unitary quantum function (called a target function) that acts on a single target variable (qubit): see Figure 7 . Note that in the diagram, the black circles denote "controls". That is, if the value on the line is when it reaches the control, then the control is enabled. If all controls are enabled, then the associated target function will activate. Thus, when taken together, the controls of a target function form its control function (the previously mentioned product of control literals). For example, the function is controlled by both and , which means that the control function is , and the target function is active if and only if and . Target functions can be any single-qubit quantum functions. Thus, they are represented by unitary matrices.
Suppose we have a multiplexer with control variables, which we can denote as . We can define any of the possible input states to the multiplexer in terms of the values on the control variables: the input state can be represented as a binary string, where each digit is equal to the value of its corresponding control variable . For example, if we have which have values of 0, 1, 1 respectively, would be . Note that there are only possible input states where is the ordered set of control variables. We choose to represent the multiplexer in this fashion for mathematical convenience in the "Proof" section below.
Note that a multiplexer of this form is a direct realization of a Minterm Sum of Products form: each minterm of the control variables controls its own function. For example, for a multiplexer with two control variables , the minterms of the controls each appear once and each control a separate function , respectively (once again, see Figure 7 ). Henceforth, this form of multiplexer that mirrors the Minterm Sum of Products form will be referred to as the standard form.
III. FIXED POLARITY QUANTUM FORMS (FPQF) AND KRONECKER QUANTUM FORMS (KQF)
A. Introduction to FPQF and KQF We have previously discussed FPRM, a polarized form of a binary Boolean expression where each variable appears solely in either its complemented or uncomplemented form. We have also discussed KRM, a form of a binary Boolean expression where each variable appears in either positive, negative, and mixed polarities. For quantum multiplexers, given a set of control variables, , we can similarly introduce the concept of polarity. We can do so by creating a multiplexer where each control variable is in a fixed polarity; such a multiplexer will henceforth be referred to as a Fixed Polarity Quantum Form (FPQF). Similarly, we can create a multiplexer where control variables are in either fixed or mixed polarity; such a multiplexer will be referred to as a Kronecker Quantum Form (KQF). If we wish to create an FPQF or KQF multiplexer that realizes exactly the same functions as a particular standard form multiplexer for all input states while fixing the polarities of some (or all) of the control variables, it is clear that the functions of the FPQF multiplexer will be different from the functions of the standard form multiplexer since the control functions have changed: see Figure 8 for an example of the way that the control functions change. In an FPQF multiplexer, it is possible for multiple target functions to be active for a given input state; for example, for the input state , both and are active. Figure 8 will also provide informal, analogical intuition for the similarities between FPRM forms and FPQF quantum multiplexer forms, and KRM forms and KQF quantum multiplexer forms: instead of spectral coefficients deciding whether or not a base function is expressed in FPRM/KRM, we have control variables deciding whether or not a target quantum function is expressed in FPQF/KQF.
Henceforth, we will denote target functions as if they are the target functions in a standard form multiplexer, and we will 
where is the polarity of the FPQF multiplexer as represented by a binary string. There are possible FPQF forms for a given set of functions , so we need a fast way to compute all possible polarities of from . Note that the circuit structures for all FPQF polarities are highly similar; while Figure 8 shows an FPQF multiplexer in polarity 11, other polarities can be realized simply by applying an inverter to the beginnings of control lines that we would like to place in negative polarity, then modifying the target functions .
In a KQF multiplexer, whether or not a gate is active is dependent on the polarity. If the th variable is in a fixed polarity, is controlled by all input states such that if
. If the th variable is in a mixed polarity, is controlled by all input states such that . Negative fixed polarities can be realized simply by applying an inverter to the beginnings of controls lines that we would like to place in negative polarity, then modifying the target functions . See Figure 9 for the comparison between a KRM form and KQF multiplexer.
There is a clear mathematical relationship between the target functions of the standard form multiplexer and the target functions of the FPQF multiplexer:
Remember that a gate or is active if all controls are enabled (with value 1). Consider an example with two control variables, where we want the standard form and FPQF multiplexers to realize exactly the same functions. For input state 00, is active in the standard form multiplexer and is active in the FPQF multiplexer. Thus, . For input state 01, is active in the standard form multiplexer, but two gates are active in the FPQF multiplexer: (Figure 8 may help to visualize this). Thus, , and therefore . Note that the operation is the matrix multiplication operation applied on the target functions when represented as unitary matrices. Similar observations can be made for input states 10 and 11; see Figure 10 for all the mathematical formulas that we derive. We have shown that the functions can be directly calculated from the functions for an example with two controls. In the next section, we demonstrate how to compose a transformation that can perform these calculations, which will enable us to generalize the process of calculating from .
Similar observations can be made about the functions of KQF multiplexers. For a given multiplexer and a given FPQF form , define as the transformation over that takes the vector to the vector for a certain polarity (remember that polarities are represented as binary strings in the same way as we previously introduced for FPRM polarities). We now provide a proof for decomposing into a Kronecker product of simpler transformations, which we can then represent with KQF butterfly diagrams similar to how we use KRM butterflies.
B. Proof for decomposition of FPQF polarity transformation to simpler transformations
We first discuss a notation used in the following proof. Let us define an arbitrary transformation , which acts on a set of two functions. We define the butterfly transformation as a transformation that acts on a set of functions represented as unitary matrices, , such that every set of functions and , where the binary representations of and differ only at the digit, is acted upon by the transformation . For example, if takes to , then is the transformation performed on functions, where is acted upon pairs of functions whose binary representation of index only differ at the 1 st digit. The transformation would take the functions to . This is because was applied to the pairs and since the indices of each pair of functions differ only at the 1 st digit. Note that is the algebraic representation of a column of butterflies on objects where each butterfly kernel is stretched by ; thus, we call a butterfly transformation. We now show how a KQF transformation can be decomposed to three types of butterfly transformations: , , and .
First, we define the transformation , which takes to , the transformation , which takes to , and the transformation , which takes to . From these transformations, define their respective butterfly transformations , , and . We claim that , where is the Fig. 10 .
Mathematical relationships between the target functions of a standard form multiplexer and the target functions of an FPQF multiplexer in polarity 11. This example case involves multiplexers with two control variables (and thus four target functions).
digit of the targeted FPQF polarity . We prove this by induction on .
1) Base Case: We first establish the claim with m = 1
There are three possible polarities when . For polarity 0, we need to prove that , for polarity 1, we need to prove that , and for polarity 2, we need to prove that .
Polarity 1:
We have . In order for this to hold, the two multiplexers must output the same values for inputs 0 and 1. We can verify that for input 0, we have and that for input 1, we have .
Thus, . Since is the transformation that takes to , we have .
Polarity 0:
Here, we have . For input 0, we have , and for input 1, we have .
Thus, and .
Polarity 2:
2) Induction: We establish the claim for , assuming that it holds for
We divide our induction into two steps based on the leading digit, , of the polarity. 
IV. DISCUSSION OF THE PROGRAM USED TO COMPUTE FPQFS

A. FPQF and KQF Butterflies
Here, we introduce the FPQF and KQF butterfly kernels that are used in FPQF and KQF butterflies. These are illustrated in Figure 11 . The construction of FPQF butterfly diagrams is similar to the construction of FPRM butterfly diagrams. However, note that the inputs to the diagram are no longer the minterms of a Boolean function, and the outputs are no longer spectral coefficients; rather, the inputs are the target functions of the standard form multiplexer, and the outputs are the target functions of the polarized multiplexer. See Figure 12 for an example of the FPQF butterfly diagrams for all polarities of FPQF on a multiplexer with three controls.
B. Quantum Cost of FPQF/KQF Polarities
Having developed a technique to calculate all possible FPQF and KQF forms of a standard form multiplexer (that is, by constructing and evaluating all possible FPQF or KQF butterfly diagrams), we now introduce how the cost of quantum multiplexers will be calculated. Similar to [8] , we define the cost of a quantum circuit in terms of the number of uncontrolled and single-controlled gates required to realize it; we can find this by summing the costs of all the controlled gates in the multiplexer circuit. Maslov et.al. [8] has previously established the following cost functions for Toffoli gates with controls (see Table 2 ). We will assume that we are able to use a single Ancilla bit for our entire circuit, so the equation is relevant to us. For reasons that are not important to the understanding of this paper (and which are discussed in [8] , the construction of a multi-controlled gate (where is any arbitrary single-qubit quantum function) requires controlledgates and controlledgates. It is theoretically possible to realize any and gate; furthermore, it is also theoretically possible to realize singlycontrolled versions of and . For these reasons, it is therefore theoretically possible to create any multi-controlled gate through the same process as the construction of a Toffoli (multi-controlled ) from singly-controlled and uncontrolled and gates (Feynman gates are also required for all multi-controlled gates): see Lemma 6.1 in [8] . Thus, the cost functions that have been developed by [8] for Toffoli gates can also be applied to formulate the cost of multi-controlled gates of any type.
C. Pseudocode for the Program
A program was written to automate the process of generating FPQF butterflies and calculating costs of the resulting circuits. The program is written in Java because of its strong Object Oriented Programming (OOP) support; the code uses many classes (such as Multiplexer, Function, and more), and thus, Java's strong support of OOP is a large benefit. When executed, the program asks for the target functions of the standard form multiplexer in the form of unitary matrices as input (which are inputted in ascending natural order based off the controls), and outputs the least expensive polarity of FPQF. Alternatively, the program can also parse the names of common functions (e.g. "PX" for Pauli X, or "H" for Hadamard) to unitary matrices. The program uses a Depth First Search algorithm to generate all possible FPQF forms by recursively applying layers of butterflies; that is, for each layer of butterflies, the program first applies a layer of negative polarity butterflies to the multiplexer and recursively calls itself; after the call returns, the program backtracks by one layer and applies a layer of positive polarity butterflies to the multiplexer, then recursively calls itself. Butterflies are implemented as a series of matrix transformations, as seen in Figure 11 . The negative polarity butterfly receives two unitary matrices, and . It then outputs y as the first output and as the second output; the latter output can be coded as the combination of a matrix inversion and a matrix multiplication. The positive polarity butterfly can be encoded similarly. Once all FPQF forms are generated, cost can be calculated as previously discussed: for each controlled function, determine the number of controls n needed for that function. If , the program references the costs derived [8] .
Multi-controlled gate size
Number of Ancilla bits
Gate Cost   1  0  1  2  0  1  3  0  5  4  0  13  5  0  29  6  1  52  7  1  84  8  1  116  9  1  154  10  1  192  1 by [8] . Otherwise, the code uses the equation to determine the cost of the gate. By finding the costs of all FPQF and KQF polarities, the program can exhaustively determine which polarities are the cheapest, thus finding the exact minimum cost for an FPQF or KQF realization of a multiplexer.
V. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
An additional program was written (also in Java) to generate large random test cases; initially, the test multiplexers were created by randomly pulling target functions from a set of common quantum functions: Pauli Rotations, Hadamard, NOT, V, V Hermitian, and Identity. A set of well-known quantum circuit cases were also created manually, such as a case that involves Identity, V, V, and NOT, as seen in Figure 13 . The corresponding butterfly diagram for the case in Figure 13 can be found in Figure 14 . On these well-known cases, the program correctly generated all polarities, including the optimal solutions.
A. Randomly generated cases: Pauli X/Y/Z, Hadamard/Hadamard Hermitian, NOT, V/V Hermitian, Identity
When provided with larger, randomly generated cases, the program could run within 3 minutes or less on cases with up to 12 control variables. In the average case, the FPQF forms that were generated had costs as little as 30% of the cost of the standard form multiplexer, while the cost difference between the average polarity and the optimal polarity was often very small, less than 1% of the cost of the standard multiplexer: see Table 3 for results on large examples.
Average case cost reduction peaks near five or six control variables, then steadily decreases as the number of control variables (and thus, the complexity of the multiplexer) increases. This suggests that the effectiveness of the algorithm decreases as the complexity of the multiplexer increases, which is verified by data in Table 4 .
Using KQFs did not reduce best case polarity cost at all; in test cases with 3-10 controls, the best polarity generated by Kronecker cost the same as the best polarity generated by FPQF forms. On the other hand, average case and worst case polarities became much more expensive. The KQF program was too slow to run on test cases with 11 or 12 controls. These results seem to indicate that on randomly generated data, KQFs are not more effective for optimization than FPQF forms.
Note that in many of these test cases, the cost of both the average case polarity and the worst case polarity of the FPQF forms are very close to the cost of the best polarity, and thus, the FPQF algorithm could be rewritten to work on much larger sizes of multiplexer if, instead of searching for the most optimal FPQF polarity, the program computes a random polarity, relying on the average case performance to provide a Figure 13 .
good multiplexer. However, the larger test cases are all randomly generated, which means that there may be large, structured usages of multiplexers where the optimal polarity costs significantly less than the average polarity; thus, randomly choosing a polarity will work well on completely random cases, but can potentially have poor results in large, structured cases.
We modified our algorithm to calculate a single, random polarity so that we would be able to test larger cases (otherwise, runtimes could exceed several hours, if not days). It can be seen that while the cost reduction is still significant, it decreases as the number of control variables increases. Given that testing on smaller cases has suggested that random polarities (the average case) are very close to the cost of the best case polarity, this data suggests that the effectiveness of the FPQF method decreases as the size of the multiplexer increases. Since the KQF method has been shown to have significantly weaker average case polarity costs, it is not meaningful to test random polarity generation on larger cases.
B. Randomly generated cases: NOT, V/V Hermitian
This method was also tested on quantum multiplexers randomly generated from a smaller pool of target gates: NOT, V, and V Hermitian only. We are interested in using this set of gates as targets because there are several algorithms to synthesize quantum reversible circuits with this set of gates [8] . It can be seen in Table 5 that the cost difference between the best and average case polarities is slightly greater; in these cases with a smaller pool of target gates, it may be more useful to search for the best polarity instead of only using a random one. Observe once more that randomly generated functions are the most difficult cases; therefore, if the intent of the designer was to use many negative controls (as seen in Grover algorithm, for example), a randomly chosen polarity may be significantly worse than the minimum solution.
Once more, the KQF method did not offer improvements on the best case cost. In the 5 control case (the first row of Table 5 ), the best polarity case found by the KQF method has cost 297, versus FPQF's cost of 306; this is the only case where KQF offered an improvement. Similar to the set of data in A, KQF's average and worst case costs were significantly worse than those of FPQF, and the runtime was much longer.
Like previously, we modified the program to find random polarities for cases with greater numbers of controls because of runtime constraints. Again, note the trend of decreasing effectiveness of the algorithm as seen in Table 6 . Once again, it is not meaningful to test random generation with the KQF method on larger cases.
C. PLA Benchmarks: FPRM test cases (NOT, Identity)
Additional testing was run on PLA benchmarks; these industrial benchmarks are taken from classical logic synthesis of Boolean functions. They were converted to quantum multiplexers by converting the Karnaugh maps to standard form multiplexers (a Karnaugh map can easily be represented as a Minterm ESOP, which can be easily converted into a standard form multiplexer). On this benchmark data, there were marked differences in performance between FPQF and KQF. As previously noted, KQF runs much slower than FPQF, but this time it generated cheaper multiplexers in many cases. Notable cases include Sao2f1, Sao2f2, and Sao2f3, where KQF was significantly cheaper than FPQF. The data suggest that KQF has an effective use on industry circuits since benchmarks correspond to these types of real life circuits.
Note that these types of test cases are much more reflective of KQF's performance on real-life data than the randomly generated cases introduced and discussed in A. and B. This is because real-world applications of KQF often involve highly organized data. Real-life circuits will more frequently use multiplexers that cover disjoint minterms with high Hamming distance. For example, consider the multiplexer that realizes the ESOP function . The FPQF method would create a highly expensive multiplexer (more expensive than the original standard form multiplexer), while the KQF method would simply find the best solution: the original multiplexer. However, KQF still remains useful towards optimization. If there were a 4-variable function such as , the cost of the original Table 5 . Data on cases generated with NOTs and V/V Hermitians. Once more, the program generated all polarities to find the best, worst, and average case costs.
multiplexer is much higher than the cost of the KQF form: .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first define standard form multiplexers and two new types of multiplexer forms: FPQF and KQF forms. Next, we provide a method to convert a standard form multiplexer to an FPQF or KQF form using a polarity transformation, and we give a proof for decomposing these transformations into smaller transformations that can be represented with butterfly diagrams in an analogous way to well-known FPRM and KRM butterfly diagrams. Then, we test this method for randomly generated standard form multiplexers that use target functions from a small pool of common quantum functions, finding that cost reductions are as high as 80%, but steadily decrease as size (and equivalently, complexity) of the standard multiplexer increases. We also find that while it was originally thought that one should use Depth First Search to find the maximally optimized FPQF form for each standard form multiplexer, data on smaller randomly generated multiplexers suggests that the small cost difference between the best case polarity and average case polarity do not justify the extremely long runtime needed to find the maximally optimized FPQF form; instead, finding a random polarity of FPQF form yields nearly identical cost reductions when given highly complex random circuits. This, however, does not apply to non-random circuits that may result from previous stages of quantum compilation. Additionally, we discovered that on randomly generated data, KQF offers no benefit on best case cost reduction, while having a longer run time and a lesser average case cost reduction. This suggests that on randomly generated multiplexers, there is no benefit to using KQF; only FPQF should be used to optimize these types of multiplexers. Additionally, we tested our FPQF and KQF methods on PLA industry benchmarks (FPRM benchmarks that we converted into standard form multiplexers). We discovered that for several of these benchmarks, the KQF method results in a cheaper, sometimes significantly cheaper, best case multiplexer than the FPQF method. This suggests that for real-world data, it may be worthwhile to use the KQF method over the FPQF method since it does a more complete search than FPQF (albeit at the expense of a longer runtime).
The FPQF and KQF methods suggest that conversion of a standard form multiplexer to an FPQF or KQF form can also be extended to multivalued quantum multiplexers: it is expected that the effectiveness and cost reductions of these methods will be very high for multivalued logic as well. Furthermore, the steadily decreasing trend of effectiveness of this method on larger randomly generated multiplexers suggests that more research should be conducted to find alternate methods for optimizing larger standard form multiplexers since it appears that the FPQF method will not net many savings at extremely high sizes. This is consistent with findings in [11] and [12] , which suggest that Reed Mullerbased methods are highly ineffective at minimizing functions that contain minterms with high Hamming distance.
A summary of our conclusions can be found in Table 8 .
